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Abstract—We survey the long-term cryptographic public keys,
(for SSH, e-mail and HTTP protocols), on hosts that run
the SMTP protocol in ten countries. We find that keys are
very widely re-used across multiple IP addresses, and even
autonomous systems. From one run scanning 18,268 hosts in
Ireland that run at least one TLS or SSH service, approximately
53% of the hosts involved are using keys that are also seen
on some other IP address. When two IP addresses share a key,
then those two IP addresses are considered members of the same
cluster. In the same scan we find a maximum cluster size of 1,991
hosts and a total of 1,437 clusters, mostly with relatively few hosts
per cluster (median cluster size was 26.5, most common cluster
size is two). In that scan, of the 54,447 host/port combinations
running cryptographic protocols, we only see 20,053 unique
keys (36%), indicating significant key re-use across hosts and
ports. Scans in other countries demonstrate the same issue. We
describe the methodology followed and the published source code
and public data sources that enable researchers to replicate,
validate and extend these results. Clearly, such key re-use can
create undesirable security and privacy dependencies between
cluster members. A range of causes for key sharing have been
confirmed, including multi-homed hosts, mirroring, large-scale
use of wildcard public key certificates, cloning virtual machines
that already contain host keys and vendors shipping products
with hard-coded or default key pairs. Discussions with local
(Irish) asset-owners to better understand the reasons for key
re-use and to possibly assist with improving network posture are
ongoing, and we will continue to incorporate resulting findings
in revisions of this article.

Index Terms—Internet measurement, security, privacy, cryp-
tographic key management

I. INTRODUCTION

This article describes scans of populations of hosts on the
Internet, two each in Ireland (IE) and Estonia (EE) and one
each in Finland (FI) Luxembourg (LU), Uraguay (UY), New
Zealand (NZ), Namibia (NA), Singapore (SG), Slovenia (SI)
and Portugal (PT). The hosts in question offer some mail
service, that is, these hosts are contactable at IPv4 addresses
that listen on TCP port 25. Our scans record information
relating to the long-term cryptographic keys used by those
hosts on port 25 and other commonly used ports. We see
unexpectedly large-scale re-use of keys across clusters of hosts
and Autonomous Systems (ASes). Figure 1 shows one of the
more structured clusters seen in these scans.

At the time of writing the author is discussing these findings
with relevant asset-owners for some of the hosts in the Irish
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population scanned in order to try establish why and how key
re-use has occurred, whether or not that was deliberate, and
whether the asset-owners can or would prefer to move away
from re-using long-term cryptographic keys on multiple hosts.
This version is therefore a work-in-progress to assist in those
discussions and will be updated as those proceed.

II. BACKGROUND

Over the last five years, the proportion of Internet traffic that
is encrypted, particularly using the Transport Layer Security
(TLS) [1] protocol has been increasing consistently.1[2], [3]
The Secure-Shell (SSH) [4] protocol has also been nearly ubiq-
uitously used for systems administration for many years.[5]
These increases in the use of encryption are consistent with the
consideration that “Pervasive Monitoring is an attack”[6], [7].
However, in addition to making use of these protocols, we also
want endpoints to move beyond opportunistic security [8] and
properly manage keys, especially long-term asymmetric keys,
as otherwise we won’t achieve all the benefits of increased
deployment of security protocols.

For TLS and SSH, the long term key pairs in which we are
interested are generally used for host authentication, though
historically some may also have been used directly for RSA
key transport. Re-using the same keys for many different
instances of services can create vulnerabilities or increase the
probability or impact of some attacks. Re-use can however
be relatively easily avoided if different key pairs are used for
each instance, and if keys are regularly rotated.

In our scans we see many keys re-used in clusters of hosts.
A cluster is the largest set of IP addresses in a scan population
such that each host in the cluster shares at least one public key
with another host in the cluster. In other words, two hosts are
in the same cluster, if they share a private key, regardless of
the services for which that private key is used.

A. Safe Key Re-Use

Not all re-use of keys is bad. There are situations where it
is reasonable to re-use a key pair for different services, for
example if a public key is certified for multiple related DNS
names (perhaps smtp.example.com and mail.example.com)
that resolve in the public DNS to the same IP address, and
where the same server instance listens on both ports. In such
cases it is reasonable to use one key pair to protect services on

1https://letsencrypt.org/stats/#percent-pageloads has recent graphs.
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Fig. 1: Cluster 835 from run FI-20180326 is an 80 host cluster with many key re-uses and interesting structure. Nodes represent
hosts. Node colour represents AS – this cluster has hosts in only one AS. Edges represent pairs of ports where the same key
is used by both hosts. Edge colour reflects the combination of ports as per Figure 6. Black edges are SSH, blue are mail
protocols and orange is the web. Section V has more detail of graphs.

say port 587 (email submission) and port 25 (email submission
and transfer). Where services on the same host are less related,
for example, web and mail service, it seems a little less
reasonable to re-use the same key pair, however, it is certainly
arguable that an attacker who manages to gain access to a host
with software-only key storage should be considered to have
access to all the key pairs on that host.

If a single (physical, “bare metal”) host has multiple net-
work interfaces, each with it’s own IPv4 address, then it will
appear as multiple hosts and so that host’s addresses will show
up as a cluster in our scan. The number of hosts of this kind
in our scans is unknown but discussion with Irish hosters has
confirmed this as non-negligible.

There are also cases where re-using a key across multiple
hosts can be defended. For example, if the set of hosts for
which a key is re-used are virtual machines (VMs) that are,
and always will be, running on physical hardware under the
control of one entity. Another reasonable case might be if the
set of hosts for which the key is re-used are all “behind” a
middlebox or hypervisor that is not externally visible at the IP
layer and where that middlebox offers a cryptographic front-
end with the full knowledge of the hosts visible on the public
Internet.

Sometimes people might mirror two hosts for redundancy,
including the keys used. If the private keys on both instances
are considered to only be at risk from the same entities
(e.g. both are hosted by one entity), then this scenario also
seems defensible. If two different hosters were used for better
redundancy, then having the same private key at risk to two
entities seems less defensible.

There may be cases where a Hardware Security Module
(HSM) is used by different hosts (say in one rack) and where
the HSM for some reason cannot operate with different keys
for every host. In such cases, re-using keys that never leave
the HSM might be defensible. In other cases, a rack might
be in a less physically trusted environment, creating a need
for remote access to a HSM, which in turn might affect the

HSM:host ratio making key re-use more likely.
There may also be cases where our scans show the same key

being used, but where the “real” application will use a unique
key, for example, when a TLS Server Name Indication [9] for
the intended name/application is provided. Given our scans are
based on IP addresses, we would miss such cases. Nonetheless,
having the same default key pair for port 443 on multiple hosts
can be problematic.

From Internet vantage points however, observers cannot
distinguish between any of the above and less desirable cases.

B. Dangers of Key Re-Use

Simply using different keys for each service instance does
not mean that service is more secure, better managed, nor that
it is independent of other hosts. However, there are potential
dangers associated with key re-use. Clearly, any legitimate
holder of a private key has the capability to attack other
cluster members sharing that key, and our results do show
cases where clusters contain hosts belonging to very different
entities. Some specific additional risks include:

Leaks: Where private keys are stored as files on disk, leaks
are quite possible and a leak from one host can affect all cluster
members. If we notionally say the cost of a leak of any of the
keys is the same and is C and there are n hosts, then the
cost of one cluster key leaking is n ∗ C. If the probability of
a key leaking from any host is p, then, we can say that the
probability of some key leaking from some cluster member
is n ∗ p. If those considerations do apply then the risk of the
cluster scenario would be n2 ∗p∗ c, instead of n∗p∗ c if each
host has a different key. In other words, the cluster scenario is
riskier, and the bigger the cluster grows, the faster the risk get
worse. While the details of this argument won’t always apply,
it seems reasonable that risk should increase with cluster-size
faster than linearly under most threat-models.

Masquerade: If used for authentication, then re-use of key
pairs across hosts means that a breach of any host in a cluster
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enables an attacker to masquerade as any other host from the
cluster in question.

Misdirected Mail: If an attacker can manipulate mail rout-
ing (via MX resource records or BGP), and has the relevant
private keys, then the attacker can masquerade as the mail
recipient’s domain and intercept email, even if the recipient’s
domain enforces strong authentication of mail transport, e.g.,
via MTA-STS. [10]

Credentials: Being able to masquerade as any of the
hosts in a cluster enables an active attacher to capture user
credentials, for example passwords sent in IMAP or SMTP
transactions. Even worse, if SSH password logins are enabled,
such an attacker can make use of those privileged user
credentials. Given passwords are frequently re-used in many
places, this attack may extend beyond the cluster to other hosts
at which those credentials can be used.

Web Origins: If the hosts in a cluster represent different
web origins [11] then the ability to masquerade as any host
in the cluster would allow theft of HTTP cookies, breaking
the same origin policy on which the web depends. Given new
web technologies such as alt-svc, [12] the ORIGIN frame [13]
and secondary certificates [14] in HTTP version 2, breach of
one web server in a cluster may allow masquerading as any
other, all from the one breached host.

Key Transport: If an RSA key has ever been used for key
transport, and an attacker has a record of such sessions, then
breach of any host using that key allows the attacker to directly
decrypt all recorded sessions.

Million Messages: Any unpatched vulnerability related to
use of a private key that requires multiple messages to be sent
by the attacker (e.g. the ROBOT2 attack [15]), can likely be
exploited more efficiently and more stealthily, if there are more
service endpoints to which the attacker can send messages.

Cross Protocol: Key re-use increases the potential for
cross-protocol attacks, and the likelihood that some service
instance supports older versions of SSH or TLS/SSL that may
be vulnerable to such attacks.

Revocation: If a key is known to be compromised, then the
corresponding public key certificate ought be revoked if the
public component is part of some Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI).[16] With key re-use it may be that the same private
key continues to be used on some hosts whilst being replaced
on others. If the reason for revocation related to private key
compromise, then some hosts may remain at risk even after
revocation of some certificates.

Theory: It is now feasible to do security proofs for realistic
protocols, and indeed TLS1.3 has been the subject of such
formal studies. [17], [18] It is not clear that widespread key
re-use was considered in such studies. The impact, if any, on
such proofs is uncertain.

Data recovery: It appears that keys and IP addresses
“move” between clusters (see Section VI-A). If data recovery
tools are available in a VM, keys belonging to others could be
recovered. While this risk isn’t directly caused by key re-use,
the impact and success probability may be increased.

2 https://robotattack.org/

TABLE I: Ports Scanned. (2017 scans did not include port
587).

Port Protocol Key Used
22 secure-shell SSH host key
25 SMTP TLS Server Public
110 Pop3 TLS Server Public
143 IMAP TLS Server Public
443 HTTPS TLS Server Public
587 SMTP Submission TLS Server Public
993 IMAP TLS Server Public

Laziness: Re-use of keys can be a result of careless man-
agement. Advertising attributes that can reasonably be taken
to indicate carelessness to the public Internet seems unwise
for a service operator.

C. Research Questions

The overarching research question behind this work is
to investigate whether or not local measurement of Internet
security posture is more useful (compared to Internet-scale
measurement) in helping asset-holders to improve security
posture. This study tackles one aspect of that work. One might
think of this as wondering if small-to-middling sized data
might better enable researchers to gain insight, compared to
big data.

We define a metric related to key re-use: the percentage of
hosts in a population doing cryptography using keys that are
known to be used for multiple hosts; versus hosts where we
only see keys being used for one IP address. (Of course, hosts
could be mis-identified as not re-using keys, even if some
key is used elsewhere.) We call this the “hosts are re-using
keys” (HARK) percentage. One hypothesis of this work is
that reducing HARK could correlate with improvements in
security, and be a useful indicator of whether a population are
managing security more carefully than in the past. We do not
necessarily aim to reduce HARK to zero, nor do we currently
claim to know what value might be optimal or a good target.
But of course leaving room for future work is also a fine
feature for a proposed new metric.

III. METHODOLOGY

In November 2017, we extracted scans of Irish (IE) and
Estonian (EE) hosts that listen on the standard Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol (SMTP) [19] port 25 (and hence offer some
mail service) from the censys infrastructure.3 [20] Subse-
quently, in March/April 2018, we ran scans locally using
ZMap/ZGrab [21] for Ireland, Estonia, Finland and Portugal,
but still limited to hosts who listen on port 25 (according
to ZMap). Later, we added scans for the additional countries
shown in Table IV. For each port-25 listener seen we record
SSH and/or TLS details for the ports listed in Table I. (Censys
scans did not include port 587 in November 2017.) We wrote
analysis code to identify and analyse the clusters of hosts re-
using keys as described below.

Our expectation was that hosts running SMTP could be a
useful population to examine as they would hopefully have a

3https://censys.io
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higher probability of being well-managed. Initial examination
of the data showed that keys were being re-used more fre-
quently than expected, and that there were clusters of hosts
re-using private keys in various ways.

All source code required to replicate this study or do a
similar-scale scan has been published4 under the MIT license.
Our scans typically require hours to a few days to run due
to the limits of our systems and built-in delays between scan
stages to consume less bandwidth. About 3-6GB of storage is
required per run. Our tools take as input a country-code (e.g.
IE) and should work for any country with a similar number
of port 25 listeners.

A speedier or much larger-scale scan could likely be done
with minor code changes given better bandwidth, processing
power and storage. Note though that one of the research
questions we want to explore is whether smal-scale local scans
can be (more) effective in helping asset owners mitigate risks,
so we’re sanguine about speed and scale limitations, and happy
to demonstrate that quite limited resources are sufficient.

Data from scans are not being published as doing so could
assist in lateral movement, or attract attackers to clusters.
However, note that, it is relatively simple to detect these
clusters.

A. Scanning Process

The following are the steps in our scans, (we don’t go into
significant detail, as consulting the code is the better option
for such):

Select addresses: The first step is to establish the set of IP
addresses to scan. That can be based on a previous scan or a
set of prefixes from a geo-location database. Our co-ordinating
script (“skey-all.sh”) either copies addresses from a previous
scan or (via “IPsFromMM.py”) uses a geo-location database
to decide which ranges to scan. Running ZMap can take from
a few hours to a day depending on the number of addresses in
the scan, and the available bandwidth. Typically, less than 1%
of the addresses probed will have a port 25 listener and will
therefore be retained for further scanning. From our scanning
host, (see Table II) having ZMap send about 150 probes per
second seems to result in few or no lost answers.

Grab: The next step is to use ZGrab to attempt to connect
to the host and port in question and to record details seen,
including public key fingerprints and other parameters. This
is done via the “FreshGrab.py” script and takes a number of
hours or even days. Before calling ZGrab we check if the IP
address being considered is correctly geo-located, as in some
cases addresses may be in the “wrong” country. (This could be
due to an outdated geo-location database, changes in routing,
or for some other reason, but doesn’t affect our main findings.)

Analyse: We analyse records to detect key re-uses by
iterating through the stored key fingerprints. The script that
does this is “SameKeys.py”. We also check the names found in
SMTP banners, X.509 certificate subject and SubjectAltName
(SAN) fields against the forward and reverse DNS to assist

4https://github.com/sftcd/surveys/

with asset-owner identification.5

Report: We produce graphs for each cluster using graphviz
“dot” format [22] (optionally rendered as SVG files) and create
a JSON file per cluster containing relevant details. This is
done by the “ReportReuse.py” script. We also have tooling to
compare runs to check for either cross-border linkages “cross-
border.sh” and to compare runs of the same population taken
at different times (“dot-r1r2.sh”).

Most of the steps above are run by the “skey-all.sh” shell
script. Consult the “README.md” file in the code repository
for more detail. There are also some additional scripts for
installing required dependencies (“install-deps.sh”) and for
validating clusters (“check-keys.sh”) described further below,
or in the code repository.

B. Fingerprints and Clustering

We base clusters on the SHA256 [23] fingerprint of public
keys, as reported by ZGrab. We also record whether TLS
server certificates are “browser-trusted” (those can still be
expired certificates) or not, and some other meta-data. For TLS
services, the hash input is the encoded SubjectPublicKeyInfo
field of the X.509 certificate presented by the server. For SSH,
we use the SSH key hash, as produced by “ssh-keygen.”

We include checks for cross-protocol key re-use. It is not
uncommon to see the same key being used for port 25 on one
IP address and port 443 on another. The only cross-protocol
re-use that we have not yet seen is between port 22 (SSH) and
other (TLS) ports. We do see many cases where SSH host keys
are re-used across sometimes many hosts.

Once two hosts have the same key fingerprint for any pair
of ports, then we assign those hosts to the same cluster. This
involves iterating over the set of records more than once, e.g.,
to “join” two existing clusters having found that the next host
in the scan shares keys with both.

C. Scoping and Geo-location

Both censys and our local scans make use of MaxMind6

for geo-location. We use the GeoLite2 databases (for ASNs,
City and Country). The “mm update.sh” script downloads the
databases needed for our scans. When using censys, we select
the set of IPv4 addresses that have listeners on port 25 and that
have the relevant Country Code (IE or EE). When scanning
locally, we start with the list of country-specific prefixes from
MaxMind and later discard any specific IP addresses that no
longer appear to have the correct country code. Censys’ geo-
location appears to be more accurate than our local scans,
which is unsurprising. However, some inaccuracy in geo-
location doesn’t affect our main conclusions with respect to
key re-use.

5We only query up to 100 SANs per certificate - in runs we have seen
some gigantic certificates with more than 1500 SANs - querying each would
be too time consuming for the benefit gained - 100 SANs should be enough
to identify any asset-owner, which is why we’re interested in SANs in this
study.

6https://www.MaxMind.com/
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D. Other Tooling

There are some additional tools in the code repository in
the “clustertools” and “cross-border” directories. The “ipover-
laps.sh” script compares two runs and says which clusters
overlap with which, see Section VI-A for discussion of the
output of this tool. The “fpsfromcluster.sh” script shows host
many occurrences of each fingerprint are seen in a cluster.
The “check-no-ssh-cross-protocol.sh” script checks for any
cases where an SSH host-key is used for a TLS port - no
such case has been seen in the five runs reported here. The
“ClusterGetCerts.py” script makes a fresh connection to the
TLS ports from a cluster file and extracts the X.509 certificates
seen in text form. There is also a script for producing the La-
Tex source (“make-tex.sh”) used in the results section below.
The “cross-border” directory contains the ”cross-border.sh”
script which is a stateful script for checking linkages between
new and existing scans. The “superclusters.sh” script uses that
output to generate a large latex/PDF document with details of
cross-border linkages. Additional tools are added as analysis
warrants.

E. Validation

In order to increase our confidence that these clusters are
real, we have a validation script (“check-keys.sh”) that reads
a list of cluster files and uses different tooling to check if the
cluster is as before. This is to guard against e.g., bugs in ZGrab
or in our clustering code. For SSH, we use the “ssh-keyscan”
binary to connect to the hosts in question and re-check the
key hashes. For TLS services we use the “openssl” binary (in
“s client” mode) to re-check fingerprints.

During validation, we often see additional SSH host keys,
as it appears that ZGrab (at least as we use it) finds fewer
keys than ssh-keyscan. If you run the validation script from a
network that e.g. doesn’t allow outbound port 25 connections
(which is not uncommon), then you’ll get some false negatives,
as the validation script won’t be able to connect to port 25 on
the hosts in the cluster.

Some hosts are sometimes not accessible during validation,
and appear as discrepancies that may disappear in a later run.
Presumably some of this is due to intrusion prevention systems
reacting to our validation traffic. We do also see some real
discrepancies for some clusters, but that is to be expected,
e.g., due to key rotation for browser-trusted certificates that
have expired.

We do not re-validate all clusters as part of runs, but do that
selectively when looking at individual clusters of interest. A
validation run for the cluster shown in Figure 1 produced the
output shown in Figure 2.

F. (Lack of) Infrastructure

Being able to do local scanning using very modest “infras-
tructure” seems like a benefit. We did make initial use of the
presumably well-engineered censys infrastructure, but, thanks
to open-source technology and open databases, we are able to
run our scans from a small virtual server or normal laptop.
Specifically, we currently run scans from a Virtual Private
Server (VPS) with the parameters listed in Table II. Only the

$ check-keys.sh -i cluster835.json
Running check-keys.sh at 20180402-141156
Starting at 20180402-141156, log in

validation-results-20180402-141156.out
Doing cluster835.json
infile,ipcount,22count,matches,mismatches
835,80,66,1042,0
infile,ipcount,tlscount,matches,mismatches
835,80,140,544,41

Fig. 2: Validation of cluster 835 (Figure 1)using “check-
keys.sh” shows no discrepancies for SSH but 41 mismatches
out of 585 pairs of ports for TLS. Most mismatches are due
to a lack of response but there were four real key changes.

TABLE II: A very modest scanner

Parameter Value
Processor AMD Opteron 62xx class CPU
CPU 25% of 1 Core
RAM 0.75 GB
Disk 7.5 GB
Bandwidth Unlimited @10 Mbps

“Grab” phase of the process is run on this host - the rest is
better done on a typical laptop.

G. Ethical Considerations

As we’re doing active scans it is appropriate to consider
whether there are ethical implications of this work. As our
scans are of hosts that listen on port 25 (i.e., email servers)
those don’t raise the ethical isues that would arise with hosts
operated by or for individual people. We are also much less
likely to record personal information in banners from such
hosts.

Our scanning rate is low enough that we do not believe
we negatively affect any running services. We use the default
ZMap block list and have published a web page and DNS
TXT record that can be found from the source address of our
scanner. So far, nobody has asked us to not scan them, if
someone did, we would add them to the ZMap block list.

As stated previously, we will not publish scan data, as that
could assist attackers. In communications with asset-holders,
we anonymise IP address and name information involving
any other asset-holders also involved in the set of clusters
concerned. We do however include all AS numbers involved
in clusters as asset-holders may have relevant contacts that can
help with mitigation.

IV. RELATED WORK

Early work surveying the use of cryptographic keys on
the Internet included Heninger et al’s seminal work [24]
identifying re-used keys and keys with common factors. Since
ZMap/ZGrab and censys have become available many people
have studied the properties of populations of cryptographic
keys. [2], [25], [26], [3]. The properties of email security de-
ployments have also been studied, for example, by Durumeric
et al. [27] and Holz et al. [28]. Albrecht et al, carried out
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Internet-wide scans of SSH usage [5] finding “about 224”
servers in their scans. Holz et al’s “TLS in the Wild” [28]
perhaps comes closest to this work, as it notes the kind of
re-use described here. Gasser et al. [29] similarly describe
SSH host key re-uses found in their 2013 scans. To our
knowledge, those and the many other studies of the TLS
and SSH ecosystems have focused more on the protocol
or cryptographic properties seen, and did not consider the
clustering aspect studied here.

V. RESULTS

Tables III and IV provide an overview of the runs in this
article. Figures 3 and 4 show the cluster size distributions.7

In order to validate that our initial results (shown in Table
III) didn’t reflect some oddity of the four countries scanned
(e.g. some European middle-sized Atlantic country bias), we
ran scans of six additional countries, as shown in Table IV.
NA, NZ, SG and UY provide better geographic coverage, and
LU and SI are added to include central Europe. The HARK
percentages for these countries are consistent with our first
four cases, except for NA, which is much lower. It is not
clear if this is due to some real-world cause (e.g. fewer data
centres), or if that is an artefact of having so few mail servers.

Clearly countries further away from the scanning host re-
quire more time to scan. In the case of NZ, scanning averaged
12s per IP address, and DNS checks were also slower, thus
extending the overall scan time.

For a physically small country, SG is much bigger than our
others in terms of the number of port-25 listeners found, and
hence in terms of our scan size. We see 73k port-25 listeners,
51k of which do crypto, and 3k clusters. That leads to a
more space and memory intensive scan - the grab phase alone
produces 2.2G of data, and the analysis phase required using a
machine with 8GB of RAM and 16GM of swap - at peak, the
analysis code was using about 95% of the RAM and 60% of
the swap space. The full SG scan, including images, requires
17GB of storage.

The NA scan produces so little data that our normal illustra-
tion of clustersizes, with a log-scale x-axis, isn’t really useful.
Figure 5 presents that information at a more appropriate scale.

For each run we report the following:
Country: IE, EE, FI, PT, LU, UY, NZ, NA, SG, or SI in

this article.
Scan start/Analysis dates: Scans can take multiple days.

Final analyses reported here were sometimes months later.
IPs from ZMap: the number of port-25 listeners from

censys for 2017 scans, or, for local scans, the number ZMap
finds based on the MaxMind prefixes.

Judged “out of country”: the number of addresses that
MaxMind doesn’t consider to be in the right country. There
is the usual ambiguity here with respect to Ireland/Northern
Ireland/UK - we don’t scan hosts MaxMind says are in
the “UK.” For Estonia, there were quite a few addresses
considered to be in Sweden, but the author is not sufficiently

7Fixes for some bugs in analysis code caused small changes to the 2017 run
figures between versions 0.3 and 0.4 of this article. Versions 0.7 and earlier
of this article missed a small number of cross-border links due to a script bug
fixed before version 0.8 was posted.

locally knowledgeable to know if there is any rationale behind
that other than inaccuracy in the prefixes from the geo-location
database.

No crypto seen: hosts that ran no SSH or TLS services our
scanner could detect.

Some crypto: hosts that have at least one port (not neces-
sarily port 25) where SSH or TLS can be seen. There is no
quality judgement as to whether keys are good or bad, certified
or not, certificate expired or not, etc.

Some crypto%: is 100*some-crypto/in-country.
Total crypto hosts/ports: is a count of all of the ports seen

on all of the hosts that run TLS or SSH.
Total unique keys: is a count of all keys seen across all

hosts/ports - keys are only counted once, regardless of the
number of hosts on which a key is seen.

% keys vs. max: if a different key were seen on every
contactable host/port combination this would be 100%.

Hosts with only local keys: are hosts such that none of
their keys are seen on any other host in the run.

Hosts in clusters: the number of hosts that are in some
cluster.

HARK: the “Hosts Are Re-using Keys” percentage is
100*hosts-in-clusters/some-crypto.

Max, Median and Average cluster size: are as you’d
expect.

A. Overall counts of IPs scanned

The “count-mapped.sh” script extracts the number of hosts
scanned by ZMap from logs, the number of those that were
port 25 listeners, and hence later contacted with ZGrab. Table
V shows these details for our 2018 scans. Note that ZMap gets
responses from some IP addresses that are discarded before
doing ZGrab, so that the numbers here are slightly larger than
those reported in Table VI for the FI run where 18 IP addresses
were judged “out-of-country” before running ZGrab.

Around 20180513, censys.io report8 a total of 13,374,173
SMTP starttls listeners, of which only 3,498,491 were listed
as being successfully contacted. (“Success” here may mean
that those IPs actually do starttls, it is not clear from that
web page.) With those figures, the 215,342 IP addresses in
our data set from 10 countries would represent something
between 1.6% and 6.2% of the SMTP servers publicly visible
on the Internet, but too much reliance ought not be put on
these numbers due to the lack of clarity noted above.

Table VI shows counts of listeners seen doing some crypto
for the various ports and runs and is produced by the “count-
ports.sh” script.

B. TLS and SSH Protocol Versions

The “ProtocolVersions.py” and “allpvs.sh‘” scripts count the
uses of different versions of TLS and SSH seen on the various
ports. Tables VII and VIII show the numbers TLS for the
different 2018 runs. Table IX shows the TLS numbers across
all runs, which shows that we see 89.35% TLSv1.2, 10.61%

8https://www.censys.io/data/25-smtp-starttls-full ipv4 - note: login may be
required
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TABLE III: Overview of runs (a)

Country (year) IE(2017) IE(2018) EE(2017) EE(2018) FI(2018) PT(2018)
Scan start 2017-11-30 2018-03-16 2017-11-30 2018-03-24 2018-03-26 2018-04-03
Analysis 2018-04-15 2018-03-25 2018-04-14 2018-03-29 2018-04-01 2018-04-05
IPs from ZMap 23616 24774 12775 17827 37012 19782
“out of county” 0 1233 0 1334 506 63
“In country” IPs 23616 23541 12775 16493 36506 19719
No crypto seen 12959 5273 796 1519 26106 4169
Some Crypto 10657 18268 11979 14974 10400 15550
Some crypto% 45% 77% 93% 90% 28% 78%
Total crypto host/ports 25935 54447 45067 80019 34263 63907
Total unique keys 12889 20053 15502 20014 11686 12202
Percent keys vs. max 49% 36% 34% 25% 34% 19%
Hosts with only local keys 5651 8570 3176 3303 4675 4143
Hosts in clusters 5006 9698 8803 11671 5725 11407
HARK 46% 53% 73% 77% 55% 73%
Number of clusters 823 1437 521 639 1029 1512
Max cluster size 671 1991 2874 2402 373 2016
Median cluster size 21 26.5 36 42 24 30
Average cluster size 63.23 87.78 121.18 98.04 50.65 117.51
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Fig. 3: Cluster size distributions for runs (a) IE-20171130, (b) IE-20180316, (c) EE-20171130, (d) EE-20180324, (e) FI-
20180326, (f) PT-20180403. Blue circles show the number of hosts in clusters of given size, red squares reflect the number of
clusters of given size. The x-axis is logarithmic.
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TABLE IV: Overview of runs (b)

Country (year) LU UY NZ NA SG SI
Scan start 2018-04-23 2018-04-24 2018-04-25 2018-04-30 2018-04-30 2018-05-14
Scan end 2018-04-24 2018-04-25 2018-04-29 2018-04-30 2018-05-22 2018-05-20
IPs from ZMap 6800 1878 23333 551 73608 9759
“out of county” 4 0 3 0 14 0
“In country” IPs 6796 1878 23330 551 73594 9759
No crypto seen 686 336 11872 172 21871 1882
Some Crypto 6110 1542 11458 379 51723 7877
Some crypto% 89% 82% 49% 68% 70% 80%
Total crypto host/ports 21284 4806 33424 820 129346 26330
Total unique keys 5622 1355 10657 504 35364 7421
Percent keys vs. max 26% 28% 31% 61% 27% 28%
Hosts with only local keys 1966 720 5814 299 22644 3529
Hosts in clusters 4144 822 5644 80 29079 4348
HARK 67% 53% 49% 21% 56% 55%
Number of clusters 446 180 811 30 3050 612
Max cluster size 1012 245 281 8 2800 948
Median cluster size 19 7.5 25.5 4 52.5 19.5
Average cluster size 73 29.67 47.12 4.4 179.47 66.88
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Fig. 4: Cluster size distributions for runs (a) LU-20180423, (b) UY-20180424, (c) NZ-20180425, (d) NA-20180430, (e) SG-
20180430, (f) SI-20180514. Blue circles show the number of hosts in clusters of given size, red squares reflect the number of
clusters of given size. The x-axis is logarithmic. NA figures are so small this rendering isn’t useful so Figure 5 presents NA
at a more appropriate scale.
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Fig. 5: NA cluster sizes at a more appropriate scale. Blue
circles show the number of hosts in clusters of given size,
red squares reflect the number of clusters of given size. The
biggest cluster has 8 hosts, and there are 18 clusters of size 2.
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TABLE V: Overall counts of IPs scanned

Run IPs scanned Port-25 Percent
IE-20180316 11,583,062 24,774 0.21%
EE-20180324 1,521,127 17,827 1.17%
FI-20180326 13,595,744 37,030 0.27%
PT-20180403 6,654,749 19,782 0.30%
LU-20180423 1,432,136 6,800 0.47%
UY-20180424 2,456,088 1,878 0.08%
NZ-20180425 7,214,376 23,333 0.32%
NA-20180430 482,835 551 0.11%
SG-20180430 8,990,690 73,608 0.82%
SI-20180514 2,641,942 9,759 0.37%
Total 56,572,749 215,342 0.38%

TLSv1.0 and negiigible numbers of SSLv3 and TLSv1.1
services. We saw no TLSv1.3 so far. For SSH, we only see
two versions “1.99” and “2.0” as shown in Table X, with the
former only seen a negligible number of times.

C. Graphing Clusters

Graphs provide a sometimes useful way to visualise clusters.
These were very useful during debugging when e.g., impossi-
ble asymmetries in graphs showed up problems that needed to
be addressed. Flicking through the graph images was a useful
way to spot such anomalies. Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 are sample
cluster graphs from scans, to give a sense of the range of
clusters we see.9

For the medium to large clusters in these runs, the graphs
aren’t useful, but just give an impression of scale. Some few of

9https://down.dsg.cs.tcd.ie/runs/ shows all graphs.

Fig. 6: Edge colours in graphs. Nodes are port numbers, edge
colours are as used between nodes in cluster graphs when the
pair of ports re-use the same key.

Fig. 7: Cluster 112 from run EE-20180324 is a 14 host cluster
with mail and web key re-uses.

Fig. 8: Cluster 60 from run FI-20180326 is a 30 host cluster
involving mostly SSH host-key re-uses, but with some re-use
of key on mail ports. 13 of the hosts are in one AS, and 17
in another.

these graphs do show some structure that could prove useful
when investigating causes, e.g. Figure 1.

For the largest graphs, the graphviz package fails to render
the graph as an image. The “try-render-problematic.sh” script
attempts to use graphviz in various ways and does succeed in
generating images for all but the largest graphs in our runs
to date. Graphviz has a number of tools for rendering graphs
that perform differently, some slower, making nicer graphs
(e.g. “sfdp”), but failing for more graph instances, others (e.g.
“neato”’) quicker and more robust, but producing less readable
output in general for our graphs. All of the graphs below were
produced using the “sfdp” tool, except in Figure 17 which was
produced by “neato” as sfdp times out in our build with that
input as we impose a two-minute timeout for building each
specific graph.

Node numbers in the graphs are local indexes of the IP
addresses in our data set. These are essentially determined
by ZMap which hashes the set of input ranges we give it,
resulting in node and cluster numbers changing (sufficiently)
unpredictably for each run. The “ReportReuse.py” script that
produces the graphviz dot files used to generate graphs takes

Fig. 9: Cluster 144 from run PT-20180403 is a 48 host cluster
with two clear “lobes”
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TABLE VI: Counts of ports with crypto

Run 22 25 110 143 443 587 993 TLS total Crypto-IP No-crypto-IP Total-IPs
IE-20180316 6902 9901 6008 6547 12861 5370 6858 47545 18268 6506 24774
EE-20180324 9578 10616 11134 11288 10022 9570 11775 64405 14974 2853 17827
FI-20180326 4880 6284 3396 4050 6928 4077 4648 29383 10400 26612 37012
PT-20180403 5587 8833 9559 9808 10415 9569 10136 58320 15550 4232 19782
LU-20180423 1213 2839 3075 3185 4194 3503 3275 20071 6110 690 6800
UY-20180424 227 572 826 830 918 631 802 4579 1542 336 1878
NZ-20180425 3191 4912 4644 4805 6018 4566 5288 30233 11458 11875 23333
NA-20180430 139 183 78 105 172 78 65 681 379 172 551
SG-20180430 26966 21922 33525 33930 20841 32340 35001 177559 51723 21885 73608
SI-20180514 1328 5614 3275 3415 5255 3593 3850 25002 7877 1882 9759
Totals 60011 71676 75520 77963 77624 73297 81698 457778 138281 77043 215324

TABLE VII: TLS Versions seen on various ports

IE-20180316
port SSLv3 TLSv1.0 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2 Total
p25 0 1729 0 8172 9901
p110 0 1176 0 4832 6008
p143 0 1134 1 5412 6547
p443 3 2037 2 10819 12861
p587 0 320 1 5049 5370
p993 4 927 2 5925 6858
Total 7 7323 6 40209 47545

EE-20180324
port SSLv3 TLSv1.0 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2 Total
p25 0 1249 0 9367 10616
p110 1 946 1 10186 11134
p143 1 940 0 10347 11288
p443 1 1146 9 8866 10022
p587 0 353 0 9217 9570
p993 7 1038 0 10730 11775
Total 10 5672 10 58713 64405

FI-20180326
port SSLv3 TLSv1.0 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2 Total
p25 2 1213 2 5067 6284
p110 0 638 0 2758 3396
p143 2 817 0 3231 4050
p443 8 1347 1 5572 6928
p587 1 579 1 3496 4077
p993 3 968 0 3677 4648
Total 16 5562 4 23801 29383

PT-20180403
port SSLv3 TLSv1.0 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2 Total
p25 1 1290 4 7538 8833
p110 0 920 0 8639 9559
p143 0 942 1 8865 9808
p443 6 1702 7 8700 10415
p587 0 460 6 9103 9569
p993 14 855 1 9266 10136
Total 21 6169 19 52111 58320

LU-20180423
port SSLv3 TLSv1.0 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2 Total
p25 0 347 0 2492 2839
p110 0 139 1 2935 3075
p143 0 134 0 3051 3185
p443 1 477 0 3716 4194
p587 0 64 0 3439 3503
p993 1 117 0 3157 3275
Total 2 1278 1 18790 20071

Fig. 10: Cluster 240 from run FI-20180326 is a 25 host, 2 AS,
cluster with mail and web key re-uses.

TABLE VIII: TLS Versions seen on various ports

UY-20180424
port SSLv3 TLSv1.0 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2 Total
p25 0 184 2 386 572
p110 0 163 0 663 826
p143 0 113 0 717 830
p443 0 189 1 728 918
p587 0 44 0 587 631
p993 1 78 0 723 802
Total 1 771 3 3804 4579

NZ-20180425
port SSLv3 TLSv1.0 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2 Total
p25 2 1904 1 3007 4914
p110 0 871 0 3773 4644
p143 3 850 0 3952 4805
p443 1 1414 1 4602 6018
p587 0 439 0 4127 4566
p993 12 899 0 4377 5288
Total 18 6377 2 23838 30235

NA-20180430
port SSLv3 TLSv1.0 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2 Total
p25 0 61 0 122 183
p110 0 21 0 57 78
p143 2 19 0 84 105
p443 0 52 0 120 172
p587 0 7 0 71 78
p993 3 11 0 51 65
Total 5 171 0 505 681

SG-20180430
port SSLv3 TLSv1.0 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2 Total
p25 1 1096 4 20821 21922
p110 1 2116 2 31406 33525
p143 3 2012 3 31912 33930
p443 3 1179 2 19657 20841
p587 0 1091 2 31247 32340
p993 8 1825 2 33166 35001
Total 16 9319 15 168209 177559

SI-20180514
port SSLv3 TLSv1.0 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2 Total
p25 3 1237 0 4374 5614
p110 0 796 0 2479 3275
p143 3 790 1 2621 3415
p443 10 1601 0 3644 5255
p587 0 569 0 3024 3593
p993 9 934 1 2906 3850
Total 25 5927 2 19048 25002
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TABLE IX: TLS Versions seen overall

Run SSLv3 TLSv1.0 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2 Total
IE-20180316 7 7323 6 40209 47545
EE-20180324 10 5672 10 58713 64405
FI-20180326 16 5562 4 23801 29383
PT-20180403 21 6169 19 52111 58320
LU-20180423 2 1278 1 18790 20071
UY-20180424 1 771 3 3804 4579
NZ-20180425 18 6377 2 23838 30235
NA-20180430 5 171 0 505 681
SG-20180430 16 9319 15 168209 177559
SI-20180514 25 5927 2 19048 25002
Total 121 48569 62 409028 457780
Percent 0.02% 10.61% 0.01% 89.35% 100%

TABLE X: SSH Versions seen overall

Run 1.99 2.0 Total
IE-20180316 10 6892 6902
EE-20180324 15 9563 9578
FI-20180326 269 4611 4880
PT-20180403 13 5574 5587
LU-20180423 1 1212 1213
UY-20180424 4 223 227
NZ-20180425 10 3181 3191
NA-20180430 6 133 139
SG-20180430 68 26898 26966
SI-20180514 7 1321 1328
Total 403 59608 60011
Percent 0.67% 99.33% 100.00%

an argument specifying whether to anonymise the IP addresses
like this. Node colour is based on the ASN of the host. Edge
colours are specific to the combination of ports - the colours
used are as shown in Figure 6.

Once there are more than 10 hosts in a cluster, we no longer
distinguish re-use for the same protocol via different edge
colours, but simply add one edge when the same mail related
ports use the same keys on a pair of hosts. So if two hosts in
a larger cluster use the same key for both ports 25 and 143,
then only one edge will be created on the graph for that cluster
and that edge will be coloured for “mail.” Even in such larger
graphs, if two hosts share a key on different ports, e.g. port25
on one host has the same key as port 143 on the second host,
then, as these situations are less common, we continue to add
edges for those, and the graph will have a ”p25-p143” entry
in the legend.

Relatively few of these graphs display interesting structure –
one that does is cluster 10 from the IE-20171130 run, shown
in Figure 25. The set of hosts in run IE-20171130/Cluster-
10 turns into run IE-20171130/Cluster-333 shown in Figure
24. One additional host is added to the cluster and some
of the linkages have undergone changes. Cluster 355 from
the FI-20180326 run, shown in Figure 11, also shows some
interesting structure as does cluster 835 (Figure 1) from the
same run. Figures 12 and 13 are additional examples.

D. Word Clouds for Clusters

While cluster graphs help to understand the scale and
possible structure of a cluster, if we aim to understand more
we need to delve into the details as to which hosts, belonging

Fig. 11: Cluster 355 from run FI-20180326 is a 21 host
cluster with various mail/web key re-uses and some apparent
structure.

Fig. 12: Cluster 152 from run SI-20180514 has 46 hosts
sharing variously on mail and web ports in one AS.

to which asset-holders, are sharing keys. The cluster details
stored include names from AS names, banners, reverse DNS,
and X.509 certificates, but it can be tedious to extract that data
from whatever bulk format (in our case JSON files) in which
it is stored. We have experimented with generating a word-
list for each cluster, based on the names we find, repeated as
often as they are in the underlying cluster data. From those
word-lists, we build a word cloud image.10 Doing that for
all clusters and flicking through the images has been useful
for identifying some asset-holders for local (Irish) clusters,

10https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tag\ cloud

Fig. 13: Cluster 128 from run SG-20180430 has 58 hosts
sharing variously on mail and web ports in 15 different ASes.
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but hasn’t been useful for clusters from other locales. Local
knowledge therefore does seem to help in identifying some
asset-holders – whether that results in much change is still to
be determined. The word-list and word-cloud images are built
using the “wordle.sh” script. If we get permission from some
asset-holder to include an example, we will, but for now, we
don’t as that would be identifying information.

E. Communicating with Asset-Holders

We have developed tooling, “ah-tb.sh”, “‘ah-ranges.sh” and
“ClusterAnonOthers.py”, to assist with communication with
asset-holders. The former two create a directory containing the
set of cluster files corresponding to an input regular expression
or set of prefixes and the latter anonymises a set of cluster files,
except those from one specified AS. Anonymous records have
an IP address of ”XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX” and no names from
banners, certificates or DNS. We do not anonymise the AS of
the anonymised IP addresses.

Initially, our practice was to communicate with asset-holders
via an existing contact, and to then try funnel our results into
whatever process suits the asset-holder. In most cases so far
we have started by contacting vendors or local ASes. The
exceptions there were educational institutions where we had
contacts.

We have also made contact with vendors (2 so far) who
may be shipping products with hard-coded keys. One vendor
(with whom we had existing contacts) responded and stated
that they will fix the issue. The other has yet to respond. There
appear to me perhaps two or three more vendors we have yet
to contact, but some additional investigation is required first.

We have also begun to communicate with local hosters, via
existing contacts and/or their ticketing systems. (In one case
we are the holder of a re-used SSH key pair and so could
open a ticket with the relevant hoster.) In these cases (so far),
the hosters concerned do not have their own AS, and so are a
little harder to identify from our scans. We have used the RIPE
Database 11 [30], to search for IPv4 ranges associated with
these hosters and the “ah-ranges.sh” script to extract clusters
matching the set of IPv4 ranges found. We have also tried first
communicating about SSH host keys, as that seems simpler to
present as an issue, and in cases so far, it seems likely there are
multi-homed hosts that may be false positive clusters. (In the
sense that all IP addresses are really just on host, and the keys
aren’t really being shared across multiple hosts.) See Section
V-G for additional detail.

Ultimately, we may move on to contacting the owners of
hosts in clusters directly (they are after all, all mail servers),
but time will tell.

F. Most used SSH Keys

For each run, we checked for the clusters that had the “most
re-used” SSH host keys, and for the largest cluster that was a
“pure” SSH cluster, with no TLS keys at all. Table XI shows
the results for each run. As can be seen, for run EE-20180324
there is one cluster (26) with 558 hosts where 542 of those

11https://www.ripe.net/manage-ips-and-asns/db

TABLE XI: Most re-used SSH Host Keys

Run Cluster Most Re-uses Cluster “Pure” Re-uses
IE-20171130 363 32 89 10
IE-20180316 199 48 103 25
EE-20171130 401 209 18 26
EE-20180324 26 542 28 173
FI-20180326 115 60 368 26
PT-20180403 130 136 340 10
LU-20180423 54 32 90 11
NA-20180430 24 3 none none
NZ-20180425 15 246 109 8
SG-20180430 242 729 13 137
SI-20180514 95 19 91 14
UY-20180424 58 7 110 3

Fig. 14: Cluster 28 from run EE-20180324 has 173 hosts
sharing a single SSH host in one AS.

use the same SSH host key. For the same run, cluster 28 has
173 hosts all of which use the same SSH host key, and do no
other cryptography. The largest “pure” SSH cluster, seen so
far, has 173 hosts sharing a single SSH key, in one AS and
is shown in Figure 14. The 2nd-largest has 127 hosts sharing
one SSH host key across 5 different ASes in Singapore and is
shown in Figure 15. (That key, perhaps oddly, is not seen in
any other country so far.) These numbers are generated using
the “biggest22.sh” script.

G. Multi-Homed Hosts

Each visible interface of a multi-homed host will appear as
a separate IP address. We would like to be able to identify
such hosts, but in general cannot. However, discussions with
asset-holders indicate there are possibly quite a few such cases,
though it is not always clear whether the keys used for services
on the IP addresses on such hosts are under tenant-control or

Fig. 15: Cluster 13 from run SG-20180430 has 137 hosts
sharing a single SSH host key over 5 ASes.
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not. Nonetheless, we can make an estimate for the number
of clusters that seem quite unlikely to be solely caused by
multi-homed hosts.

We analyse cluster (JSON) files in an effort to identify if the
clusters is or is not likely to be explained as being caused by
one multi-homed host. For this purpose, we assume it likely
that real multi-homed hosts that support SSH on standard ports
will likely have just one SSH key for all cluster members, or, if
SSH is not used or is running on a non-standard port, we will
see no SSH services in our scans. We consider that clusters
that don’t match this pattern seem less likely to really represent
a multi-homed host. If a cluster has hosts in more than one
AS, it also seems highly unliklely to represent a single multi-
homed host. If a cluster has no SSH services at all, then we
have no additional information.

Our tool therefore considers a cluster as likely not being a
multi-homed host (“non-MH” ) if it (a) is “mixed” contains a
mixture of IP addresses with and without SSH, or (b) contains
IP addresses in more than one AS, or, (c) has more than
one SSH key, with different SSH keys visible at different IP
addresses. Table XII shows how many of each kind we see in
each run. Note that some clusters can fit some or all of these
categories.

We also identify clusters that would be nicely explained as
being solely caused by a single multi-homed host. Those are
clusters with exactly on SSH key that is visible on every IP
address.

The “No-info” column does not mean that those clusters are
bad or innocuous - it just means that we’re not (yet) sure.

The scripts “MHSmells.py”, “smelly-count.sh” and
“mksmelltex.sh” generate Table XII. We could in future
extend our scripts to additionally consider information
from the RIPE database, which in some cases allows us to
distinguish different hosters using the same AS. We have
verified at least one such case exists.

For now, the effects of multi-homed hosts on our results re-
main uncertain. However, discussion with asset-holders seems
to demonstrate that this is something we need to better con-
sider, e.g. perhaps re-defining our HARK metric to specially
handle clusters that appear in the “non-MH” and “Possibly
MH” colums of Table XII. It must however be borne in mind
that there is no certainty here - what we classify as “non-MH”
could in fact be replicated using a single multi-homed host,
and equally, what we classify here as “Possible-MH” could be
caused by cloning of SSH configuration over multiple separate
physical hosts under different administrators.

We will continue to consider changes based on this issue
as we to gather more information from asset-holders. Even if
we assumed the non-MH clusters identified here were the only
clusters of interest, those still represent a significant number
of hosts/IP addresses.

VI. IRISH RESULTS

In this section we report on the Irish runs, with additional
detail for selected clusters. Of the 1,437 clusters seen in the
IE-20180316 run, 129 (9%) involve more than one AS. The
use of less desirable ciphersuites is as shown in Table XIV.

TABLE XIII: TLS certificate types for run IE-20180316. The
rightmost column is the number of listeners on that port
that are members of clusters. Recall there are 9,698 hosts in
clusters in this run.

Port Browser Trusted Wildcard Cert Listeners
25 294 173 4277

110 311 49 3998
143 328 59 4109
443 396 241 7331
587 307 0 3321
993 345 0 4024

TABLE XIV: Less Desirable Cipherstuites in IE-20180316

Code Ciphersuite Name Count
x000A TLS RSA WITH 3DES EDE CBC SHA 2
x0035 TLS RSA WITH AES 256 CBC SHA 86
xC011 TLS ECDHE RSA WITH RC4 128 SHA 87
x002F TLS RSA WITH AES 128 CBC SHA 1818
x0005 TLS RSA WITH RC4 128 SHA 2806

Recall that RSA key transport combined with many copies of
a private key is a bad combination. (RC4 is independently
bad.) Information on the certificates seen on TLS ports is
shown in Table XIII. In terms of the threat against web origins
mentioned in Section II, there are 3,918 hosts that present
browser-trusted certificates on port 443 and that are in clusters
in this run. The max cluster size for port 443 is 1991, next is
171, then 152. Cluster 32 (see Figure 18) seems like a case
where different web origins are being used “behind” a single
wildcard certificate. We see 25 cases where a key used on port
443 is sometimes presented via a browser-trusted certificate
but elsewhere presented without such a certificate. We see one
case where a key has different sets of names associated with
the same key in different browser-trusted certificates.

A. Time Evolution

Clusters evolve over time. The primary attributes of clusters
are key fingerprints and IP addresses that can change indepen-
dently, under the control of whomever administers a host. Keys
can be rotated (as we’d suggest), or new re-uses can be seen.
IP addresses can be re-purposed, or remain stable. And of
course, our clusters are sets, so membership can change based
on key and/or IP address changes. (We could, but have so
far not, extend our concept of cluster evolution to encompass
naming, based on all the usual forms of name.)

The “dot-r1r2.sh” script analyses two runs to produce this
analysis. For two runs, IE-20171130 and IE-20180316, we
examined the changes in the “forward” (from 2017 to 2018)
and “reverse” directions with the overall results shown in
Table XV. The “disappeared” category covers clusters that
we no longer see at 20180316. The “appeared” category are
those created (or first seen) in the 20180316 run. The “IP-
linked” category are clusters that share some IP address(es)
with exactly one cluster in the other run, but have no key
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TABLE XII: Numbers of possible non-Multi-Homed and Multi-Homed Host Clusters. Note that one cluster can have more
than one indicator (mixed/AS/multikey) that the cluster is not solely due to a multi-homed host, so the first three numeric
columns don’t add up to the 4th.

Run Mixed AS multikey non-MH Possible MH No Info Total
IE-20171130 75 68 134 240 (29%) 190 (23%) 393 (47%) 823
IE-20180316 97 133 202 385 (26%) 317 (22%) 735 (51%) 1437
EE-20171130 85 39 124 192 (36%) 191 (36%) 138 (26%) 521
EE-20180324 81 46 127 204 (31%) 242 (37%) 193 (30%) 639
FI-20180326 70 105 105 225 (21%) 300 (29%) 504 (48%) 1029
PT-20180403 66 153 50 208 (13%) 502 (33%) 802 (53%) 1512
LU-20180423 34 44 20 78 (17%) 90 (20%) 278 (62%) 446
UY-20180424 8 31 3 38 (21%) 23 (12%) 119 (66%) 180
NZ-20180425 62 98 39 165 (20%) 235 (28%) 411 (50%) 811
NA-20180430 3 15 1 19 (63%) 2 (6%) 9 (30%) 30
SG-20180430 157 178 287 484 (15%) 1053 (34%) 1513 (49%) 3050
SI-20180514 34 96 25 127 (20%) 95 (15%) 390 (63%) 612
Totals 772 1006 1117 2365 (21%) 3240 (29%) 5485 (49%) 11090

Fig. 16: The clusters with “complex” time evolution between runs IE-20171130 (orange) and IE-20180316 (green). Blue arrows
show key fingerprint linkage, black arrows show IP linkage.

TABLE XV: Cluster evolution - Categories in the evolution
from IE-20171130 to IE-20180316. Numbers are the number
of clusters in each category.

Category # Category #
Disappeared 168 Appeared 777
IP-linked 36 FP-linked 16
IP and FP-linked 584
Complex-20171130 19 Complex-20180316 24

fingerprint in common. The “FP-linked” are clusters that share
key fingerprints with one cluster in the other run, but have
no IP addresses in common. The most common linkage is
the“IP and FP linked” category of clusters that have at least
one IP address and at least one key fingerprint in common
(not necessarily, but commonly, on the same IP address). This
is what one would expect if nothing changed between runs.

The “complex” category covers relationships that are more
complicated - Figure 16 shows the clusters in this category.
Those changes show cases of two clusters merging and of
clusters splitting into two or three clusters based on either IP
address or keys. In one case two clusters evolve into three
clusters via both IP address and keying changes. It seems that
most of the possible kinds of change happen, even if in small
numbers, and even if such changes initially seem improbable.

B. Selected Cluster Details

Table XVI lists details for a selection of clusters. Further
notes for some of those are below. These figures are produced
by the “ClusterStats.py” script.

Cluster 3: This cluster is the largest in the run. All 1991
hosts are in the same AS, one of the world’s hyper-scalers
who hosts machines in Ireland. This cluster doesn’t seem to
be strongly associated with Ireland. There are a total of 1995
host/port combinations, 1991 using the same key with browser-
trusted certificates for port 443. A Certificate Transparency
(CT) search via crt.sh for that key fingerprint indicates that
key has been in use since at least late 2014. The other key in
this cluster is used for 4 hosts on port 25 without a browser-
trusted certificate.

These hosts may be used for some marketing related
service. There are many different SMTP banners. For each,
the name in the banner is used as the hostname for a DNS
name that matches the wildcard certificate. So if the SMTP
banner is “foo” and the certificate is for “*.xyz.example.com”
then we see a DNS entry for “foo.xyz.example.com”. These
names are commonly of the form “[company]-mkt-dev1-1”
or “[company]-mkt-prod2” and there are 293 such company
names in the set, some of which are internationally known
brand names, and only a few of which are related to Ireland.
An HTTP GET to port 443 on one of those hosts returned a
404. We didn’t further investigate the web site content. The
same keys, banners and other names were also see in the IE-
20171130 run. At that time there were 671 members of the
cluster.

Cluster 665: This is the second largest in the run with
hosts in five ASes - the numbers in each being 433, 111,
17, 15 and 2. The AS with 433 hosts is a well-known
local hoster/registrar. The AS with the 111 hosts is a local
ISP/hoster. The ASes with 17 and 15 hosts are international
with a local presence. The AS with 2 hosts is a local
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TABLE XVI: Selected Clusters in IE-20180316 run. SSH and TLS key counts are per-key, re-uses are not counted here.
Browser-trusted and wildcard certificate counts and the “most re-used” count are per-port, i.e., multiple ports on the same host
add to the count.

Cluster 3 665 9 52 32 199 144 177 103 194 338
IPs 1991 578 249 118 92 48 26 26 25 22 21
ASes 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4
Crypto Ports 1995 3405 1396 118 165 285 125 128 25 121 138
SSH ports 0 488 148 0 0 48 0 24 25 21 16
SSH keys 0 310 46 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 6
TLS ports 1995 2917 1148 118 165 237 125 104 0 180 122
TLS keys 2 169 137 1 8 7 17 2 0 13 18
Browser-trusted 1 517 1052 118 74 232 125 0 0 96 5
Wildcards 1991 226 501 0 72 0 0 0 0 0 1
Most Re-Used 1991 1298 911 118 70 231 109 78 25 88 85
Cluster 333 227 462 1227 111 8 76 648 804 639 1389
IPs 21 15 14 5 5 4 3 2 2 2 2
ASes 1 10 6 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1
Crypto Ports 135 20 16 13 31 9 3 2 2 10 2
SSH ports 19 0 0 5 1 4 3 2 2 0 2
SSH keys 19 0 0 1 1 4 1 1 1 0 1
TLS ports 116 20 16 8 30 5 0 0 0 10 0
TLS keys 17 2 2 7 1 2 0 0 0 2 0
Browser-trusted 7 1 0 3 27 4 0 0 0 1 0
Wildcards 1 0 0 1 17 4 0 0 0 0 0
Most Re-Used 47 19 15 5 39 4 3 2 2 9 2

Internet/computing consultancy. There are 475 unique reverse
DNS names associated with this cluster and 155 unique names
extracted from TLS certificates, the most common of which
occurs 990 times. The names from banners and certificates
may imply that a hosting control panel tool is involved in these
re-uses. Forum posts related to that tool appear to indicate that
using TLS settings is considered challenging. We see 7 cases
where the same TLS key is used sometimes with browser-
trusted certificates, and sometimes with self-signed certificates.

Cluster 9: This cluster is the third largest in the run. All
249 hosts in this cluster are in the same AS, which is a local
hosting company. The cluster shows a mixture of re-uses of
SSH (46 keys for 248 hosts) and TLS keys (137 keys over
1148 ports). All but one of the 248 reverse DNS names seen
are below a local hosting company’s “.ie” 2LD. Most names
in certificates also match the same 2LD. In addition, there are
another 8 seemingly unrelated names in the “.ie” and “.com”
namespaces seen in browser-trusted certificates.

Cluster 52: This cluster is the seventh largest in the run, see
Figure 17. All 118 hosts in this cluster are in the same AS, a
hyper-scaler with a local presence, and all hosts only do crypto
on port 443. All hosts use the same browser-trusted and non-
wildcard certificate, issued in mid-2016. The associated name
may indicate an association with mail delivery. The certificate
for these hosts includes a name like ”example.net” with a
SAN for “www.example.net” but there is no A record for the
relevant “www.example.net” in the DNS at the time of writing
- there are MX, SPF, A and perhaps other DNS records for
the “example.net” value in question..

Fig. 17: Cluster 52 has one hundred and eighteen hosts sharing
Web server keys and is the largest cluster that renders with
graphviz for this run. There are six larger clusters.

Fig. 18: Cluster 32, has 92 hosts sharing web and mail host
keys.
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Fig. 19: Cluster 199 has 48 hosts

Fig. 20: Cluster 144, has twenty-six hosts.

Cluster 32: This cluster has 92 hosts, see Figure 18, all in
the same AS, which is a hyper-scaler with a local presence.
There are a total of 165 host/port combinations with crypto; 70
of the 74 port-443 keys are the same, and map to one wildcard
certificate, issued in mid-2017. “check-keys.sh” shows some
discrepancies. The TLS discrepancies do include some key
changes, with 4 new key fingerprints being seen on a number
of the cluster’s hosts. This cluster features about 50 different
SMTP banner names, mostly below the same .co.uk second-
level domain, but with the leftmost label reflecting different
organisations. These names may relate to a UK based mobile
web application development company, so the use of one
wildcard certificate could be undesirable.

Cluster 199: Cluster 199 has 48 hosts, see Figure 19, all
part of a small local telco AS, with which the author was
previously unfamiliar. All hosts use the same SSH host key,
and 7 TLS keys are used over 237 ports. A run of “check-
key.sh” showed no discrepancies from the the cluster was
detected. Almost all of names seen are the same and are of
the form “[tool].example.com” where “tool” is a well-known
hosting tool. Four names are for what seem to be unrelated
2LDs under the “.ie” ccTLD, three of which produce an
NXDOMAIN response when queried for in the public DNS,
and one of which returns an A record. Three names are for
apparently unrelated names under the “.com” gTLD, all of
which return A records currently.

Cluster 144: This cluster has 26 hosts and is one of two
matching the median cluster size, see Figure 20. All 26 hosts
in this cluster are in the same AS, which belongs to a local ISP.

Fig. 21: Cluster 177, has twenty-six hosts.

Fig. 22: Cluster 103, has twenty-five hosts sharing SSH host
keys and is the largest “pure” SSH cluster in this run.

There are 17 2LD names, most (10) below “ie” with others
below “.com”, “.co.uk” and one below “.eu”. Most certificates
however reflect the name of a popular hosting tool. “check-
keys.sh” detected no mismatches - all 125 host/ports remained
the same.

Cluster 177: This cluster has 26 hosts and is one of two
matching the median cluster size, see Figure 21. All 26 hosts
are in the same AS, which belongs to a local ISP. There are
a total of 128 host/port combinations with crypto. Three keys
are used for all of these, one 78 times, one 26 times and one
24 times. “check-keys.sh” shows some change on port 443
since the test run. Most of the names used are for one 2LD
below “.info” - at the time of writing the relevant name servers
for the 2LD appear unavailable. The most common names
used in this cluster is the literal string “imap.example.com”
presumably indicating some lack of care in provisioning.

Cluster 103: This cluster has 25 hosts and is the largest
“pure” SSH cluster in the run - see Figure 22. All 25 hosts are
in the same AS, which is a hyper-scaler with a local presence.
The only crypto used seems to be SSH with all hosts using
the same SSH host key, and with no TLS services in use.
There are a total of 25 host/port combinations with crypto.
“check-keys.sh” shows some discrepancies. The discrepancies
all seem to relate to hosts not responding, except for one host
that does appear to now be using different host-keys.

Cluster 194: This cluster has 22 hosts. See Figure 23, all
in the same AS, which belongs to a local ISP. There are a
total of 121 host/port combinations with crypto. One key is
used for 88 of those, one key for 21, and 12 keys are used
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Fig. 23: Cluster 194 has twenty-two hosts that re-use lots of
keys.

Fig. 24: Cluster 333 - Fig. 25 grown a little a few months later

Fig. 25: Cluster 10 from IE-20171130.

for one port each. For 96 ports, a browser-trusted certificate
is used, 4 ports use a certificate that is not browser-trusted.
“check-keys.sh” shows a number discrepancies for SSH, but
none for mail or web. An interesting variety of names are used
for SMTP banners. Some relate to bitcoin, others to finance,
and more to gaming. A certificate associated with the most-
used key was issued in late 2017.

Cluster 333: Cluster 333 has 21 hosts, see Figures 24
and 25, all within a hyper-scaler’s local AS. There are 135
host/port combinations, with one key used 47, 26, 15, 10, 5
and 2 times each, and with 30 other keys used for one port
each. 7 ports use certificates that are browser-trusted, 109 ports
do not. One of the browser-trusted certificates uses a key that
has been in use since 2014, across multiple certificates/CAs,
another uses a key certified only once so far in early 2018,
a third was issued in March 2018, for a Dutch-sounding .eu
DNS name not reflected in the SMTP banners.

“check-key.sh ”shows up some mail and web port discrep-
ancies, with cases of hosts not answering and of changed
fingerprints. All of the SSH ports were the same, about 20%
of the mail and web ports showed discrepancies.

SMTP banners are mixed. There are 21 different values,
19 with a common 2LD, which seems to be that of a
Dutch Internet consultancy, but with two more outside that
namespace. Of those, one has a .nl 2LD that matches the
hostname used in some of the 19 banners, the last one seems
to have no relation to the others. A search at crt.sh shows
certificates for this public key dating back to late 2014.

We saw this cluster as cluster 10 in our IE-20171130 scan.
Cluster 338: Cluster 338 has 21 hosts in four different ASes

- see Figure 26. There are 128 host/port combinations, 85 of
which use the same key and all of which are mail ports. The 9

Fig. 26: Cluster 338 has 21 hosts sharing variously over four
different ASes.

Fig. 27: Cluster 227 has 15 hosts sharing variously over ten
different ASes.

unique SMTP banners have names that vary widely. The most
commonly used key in this cluster (used 85 times for mail
protocols, but not for the web) is also seen 69 times within
a cluster in Estonia, but is not seen in any clusters in either
Portugal nor Finland.

Cluster 227: Cluster 227 has 15 hosts - see Figures 27
and 28. Ten different ASes are involved in this cluster, of
many kinds, from hyper-scalers, through local ISPs to small
local hosters and even the local NREN. There are 20 host/port
combinations, 19 of which use the same key. The odd one out
is a port 443 listener. The others are for ports 25 or 443. One
of those certificates is browser-trusted and is for a medium-
sized food processing company in Ireland. SMTP banners have
names that vary widely. “check-keys.sh” reports about 50%
mismatches, mostly it seems due to inability to connect to
some hosts. Since run IE-20171130, this cluster has grown in
size by one host, but two others have changed, i.e., since then,
two hosts have dropped out, and three have joined. (Assuming
hosts just weren’t unavailable at the wrong moment.) This
cluster also overlaps with clusters in other runs - see Section
VII for details. The name of a well-known anti-spam vendor
features for most of the hosts in this cluster. That and the fact
that this is seen in different countries would seem to suggest

Fig. 28: Cluster 150 from run IE-20171130 overlaps cluster
227.
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Fig. 29: Cluster 462 has 14 hosts sharing variously on ports
25 and 443 web over 6 different ASes.

Fig. 30: Cluster 1227 has five hosts that re-use the same SSH
host-keys, and two of whom share a key for port 25.

that a hard-coded key, or some similar problem, may be a
cause.

Cluster 462: Cluster 462 has 14 hosts, see Figure 29, in
6 different ASes, mainly local ISPs. There are 16 host/port
combinations, 15 of which use the same key. The most used
key is a 1024 bit RSA key. The SMTP banners vary but
generally name Irish organisations. “check-keys.sh” reports
mismatches on port 443, but none on port 25. The certificate
used on port 25 in most cases has a SAN of the form “[vendor-
appliance] Demo Certificate.” At least one of these hosts
is offering a live service. This was confirmed by using the
“gc.sh” script to extract the certificate from a connection to
the MX host for one of the domains named in this cluster. This
cluster overlaps with clusters from runs in all other locales.
We have confirmed that a product that ships with a default
key pair is the cause. Following discussion with the vendor
concerned they stated that they will fix the issue and contact
the affected customers.

Cluster 1227: Cluster 1227 has 5 hosts, see Figure 30,
all within a single AS operated by a hyper-scaler. There
are 13 host/port combinations, 5 are shared SSH host-keys.
Two are shared port 25 keys. 6 other unique keys are used
for port 25 and port 443. The three port 443 certificates
are browser-trusted, no other certificates are browser-trusted.
“check-key.sh” reported no discrepancies. There are four dif-
ferent SMTP banners, that appear unrelated. The two identical
banners are on the hosts that share a key for port 25.

Cluster 111: Cluster 111 has 5 hosts who make lots of
use of one key, see Figure 31. Four hosts are within a local

Fig. 31: Cluster 111 has five hosts that re-use the same keys
for almost everything. As can be seen the individual edges
become less useful at this point.

Fig. 32: Cluster 8 - a representative four host cluster where
the same TLS key is used on port 443.

hoster’s AS. One is within a local telco/ISP’s AS. There
are 31 host/port combinations, all but one use the same key
which is used on ports 110, 143, 443, 587 and 993. The
odd one out is the only SSH host-key in use. “check-key.sh”
says all keys remain the same. Each host has an SMTP
banner of the form “[foo].example.com” where foo is either
“server1” (one occurrence) or “hosting2” (four occurrences),
whilst the (same) public key certificate for each host is for
“*.example.com”. A search at crt.sh shows certificates for this
public key dating back to late 2014.

Cluster 8: Cluster 8 has 4 hosts who share one key for
port 443, see Figure 32, all are within one AS operated by
a hyper-scaler. There are 9 host/port combinations, 4 use the
same key, all for port 443. Each host has a unique key for port
22. One of the hosts has a unique key for port 25. The port
443 keys are browser-trusted, the port 25 key is not. “check-
key.sh” says there are 3 discrepancies - one of the hosts seems
to be unresponsive. Each host has an SMTP banner of the form
“foo.example.com” whilst the (same) public key certificate for
each host is for “*.example.com”. A search at crt.sh shows
only one matching certificate issued in mid 2017.

Cluster 76: Cluster 76 has 3 hosts who share SSH host-
keys, see Figure 33. Two of the hosts are within a local AS
operated by a hosting company. Another is within an AS
operated by a local ISP/hoster. Each host only does crypto
on port 22. “check-key.sh” says all 3 keys remain the same.
There are two SMTP banners with names that don’t appear to
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Fig. 33: Cluster 76 consists of three hosts, in two different
ASes and shows SSH host-key re-use.

obviously match. One is a DNS bogon.
Cluster 648: This cluster has 2 hosts who share an SSH

host-key and is the 3rd smallest (file) in the run. The SSH
host-keys are 1024-bit RSA, so presumably quite old. Both
hosts are in an ASN operated by the local NREN. Reverse
DNS indicates they belong to a 3rd level educational institute.
Neither host has any other cryptographic ports. The SMTP
banner indicates a name that matches one of the hosts. Reverse
DNS for that host also matches the banner. The other host has
“check-keys.sh” reports both keys are still active.

Cluster 804: This cluster has 2 hosts who share an SSH
host-key and is the 2nd smallest (file) in the run. Both hosts
are in an ASN operated by the local NREN, in a range that
appears to be for non-universities. Neither host has any other
cryptographic ports. “check-keys.sh” reports only one of those
keys are still the same at the time of writing. That could
be some Firewall/Intrusion Detection System (IDS) behaviour,
ssh-keyscan results for one of the hosts varies depending on
whether one uses names or IP addresses, and IPv4 or IPv6.
Manual inspection shows that the host keys remain the same.
Neither IP is in our IE-20171130-000000 scan.

Cluster 639: This is a two-host cluster where a single
key is used for mail and web services. The same two IPs
are also cluster IE-20171130/341 but with entirely different
keys and even with some port differences (SSH is absent
in IE-20180316/639 but present in IE-20171130/341). Yet
cluster IE-20171140/337 shares keys with IE-20180316/639,
though again for a different set of ports. The IPs from IE-
20171130/337 do not show up at all in the IE-20180316 run.
The AS for all four IPs is a local hoster.

Cluster 1389: This cluster has 2 hosts who share an SSH
host-key and is the smallest (JSON file) in the run. Both hosts
are in an AS operated by a major multinational and hoster.
Reverse DNS suggests these hosts are in the ranges used for
the multinational’s hosted customers. Neither host has any
other cryptographic ports. “check-keys.sh” reports those keys
are still the same at the time of writing. Neither IP is in the
IE-20171130 run.

Clusters of Size 2: There are 742 clusters of size 2. In total,
there are 170 different combinations of ports seen in this set
of clusters, of those:

• 150 only involve common port 25 keys.
• 143 only involve common port 443 keys.
• 41 only involve common keys for both ports 25 and 443

TABLE XVII: Counts of cross-border links.

- NA NZ UY PT IE EE SI SG LU FI
NA x 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
NZ 1 x 4 13 14 13 12 28 9 7
UY 1 4 x 6 6 4 6 7 4 6
PT 1 13 6 x 15 17 16 26 10 15
IE 1 14 6 15 x 12 18 45 6 25
EE 1 13 4 17 12 x 11 25 10 6
SI 1 12 6 16 18 11 x 21 7 9
SG 1 28 7 26 45 25 21 x 15 22
LU 1 9 4 10 6 10 7 15 x 7
FI 1 7 6 15 25 6 9 22 7 x

(one unique key per host).
• 27 only involve common SSH host-keys.
• 24 only involve independently common keys for ports 25

and 443 (two unique keys per host).

VII. CROSS-BORDER RESULTS

When there is a common key overlap in two clusters from
different runs, then we call that a cross-border link, and the
set of linked clusters a super-cluster. Figure 34 shows the
accumulated set of cross-border super-clusters and table XVII
summarises the numbers of cross-border links. It is notable
that there is no pair of countries without cross-border links.
Almost all of the “super-cluster” graphs are fully connected.
All but one of those that are not seem (so far) to be two such,
connected via one cluster.

Discussions with asset-holders seem to indicate they are
more interested (or perhaps puzzled/scared) by cross-border
links, and hence presumably more motivated to take action as
a result, perhaps justifying expending some effort on analysis
of super-clusters. That analysis is ongoing.

The “cross-border.sh” script produces figure 34 and table
XVII. That script is stateful, allowing the user to add newly
scanned countries to the set for which cross-border links have
been analysed.12 In total there are 7,469 hosts involved in some
“super-cluster”.

The “superclusters.sh” script produces a LaTeX/PDF output
that provides more detail for each cross-border cluster. That
script also retrieves certificates and SSH host keys as a
verification step and as certificates sometimes contain useful
information not previously recorded as meta-data. For exam-
ple, in one case, we two self-signed certifiates for the same
key, with different extensions in one (related to IMAP it seems)
that hadn’t previously been picked up.

The outputs from that script however are identifying and
the document is very long (approx. 380 pages for the 10
countries), so we only reproduce a small subset of those
outputs for selected “super-clusters” in this section.

SCNA14 This super-cluster seems to be built around a
single key that is correlated with use of the a specific email
server securiy product in banners and DNs. Figure 35 shows
the graph for supercluster SCNA14. and table XVIII sum-
maries the linked clusters. Figures 36-45 are graphs for the

12There was a bug in that script that missed a few cross-border links. That
was fixed before version 0.8 of this article. Earlier versions showed a few
less cross-border links in Figure 34. Those missing links actually made the
structures look more interesting, but version 0.8 fixes that;-)
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Fig. 34: Cross-border overlaps for clusters with more than one link. Nodes represent clusters. There
are an additional 57 cases where two clusters in different countries are linked only to one another.
(NA=yellow;NZ=black;UY=lightblue;PT=red;IE=green;EE=grey;SI=gold;SG=orange;LU=pink;FI=blue;)

Fig. 35: Cross-border supercluster SCNA14

country-specific clusters that make up SCNA14. We see the
same vendor name in SCNZ789 and it appears that since the
scan time, some keys in those super-clusters have changed,
that would now provide a new link between some of the IPs
involved.

An email was sent to the product vendor on 20180531. An
answer has yet to be received.

Fig. 36: Cluster EE164, part of SCNA14

SCSG867 is a very small super-cluster but (for now) a
puzzle. We see one key on four different IP addresses, one
in LU and three in SG, with those three in two different
ASes. The key is used on port 25 on all hosts, and on port
587 on one of the SG hosts. Figure 46 shows the graph
for this supercluster. Table XIX summaries the clusters in
SCSG867. Figure 47 shows the graph for cluster 352 in
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TABLE XVIII: Summary of SCNA14 clusters.

Name EE164 NA14 IE464 FI424 SG139 SI485 UY87 LU112 PT6 NZ412 Total
IP addrs 4 8 4 5 22 3 7 4 17 6 80
ASes 2 3 3 4 8 1 3 4 4 6 38
Port count 4 16 9 6 49 7 14 5 42 10 162
SSH ports 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 5
SSH keys 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 5
TLS ports 4 16 8 6 46 7 14 5 41 10 157
TLS Keys 1 4 1 1 2 4 5 1 10 4 33
B-T certs 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 7 2 11
W/C certs 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 3
Most key re-uses 4 11 8 6 45 3 8 5 24 7

Fig. 37: Cluster FI424, part of SCNA14

Fig. 38: Cluster IE464, part of SCNA14

run LU, a part of SCSG867. Figure 48 shows the graph
for cluster 867 in run SG, a part of SCSG867. All TLS
ports in the clusters involved use cipher-suite 133210, which
is TLS ECDHE RSA WITH AES 128 GCM SHA256 and
hence relatively modern. At least two of the four hosts with
the linking key present the same self-signed certificate on port

Fig. 39: Cluster LU112, part of SCNA14

Fig. 40: Cluster NA14, part of SCNA14

Fig. 41: Cluster NZ412, part of SCNA14

Fig. 42: Cluster PT6, part of SCNA14

Fig. 43: Cluster SG139, part of SCNA14
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Fig. 44: Cluster SI485, part of SCNA14

Fig. 45: Cluster UY87, part of SCNA14

25.
Exploration of DNS and additional examination of banners

determined that the host in LU is associated with a company
who develop a hosting tool. As it is possible that that is the
source of key re-use a mail was sent to that organisation on
20180602. An answer has yet to be received.

SCPT151 is a super-cluster involving 21 hosts in 3 coun-
tries, 17 of which share an SSH host key. Figure 49 shows the
graph for this supercluster. Table XX summaries the clusters
in SCPT151. Figure 50 shows the graph for cluster 291 in run
EE, a part of SCPT151. Figure 51 shows the graph for cluster
254 in run IE, a part of SCPT151. Figure 52 shows the graph
for cluster 151 in run PT, a part of SCPT151.

Fig. 46: Cross-border supercluster SCSG867

TABLE XIX: Summary of SCSG867 clusters.

Name LU352 SG867 Total
IP addrs 2 3 5
ASes 1 2 3
Port count 9 9 18
SSH ports 2 2 4
SSH keys 1 2 3
TLS ports 7 7 14
TLS Keys 4 2 6
B-T certs 6 0 6
W/C certs 0 0 0
Most key re-uses 4 4

Fig. 47: Cluster LU352, part of SCSG867

Fig. 48: Cluster SG867, part of SCSG867

Coincidentally, the author is in control of one of the hosts in
IE254, a VPS rented from a local hosting company. It appears
that the cause is an ECDSA key that was included in the
image when the image was created. While RSA keys were
created when the VPS was purchased, the ECDSA key files
are dated one year before that date. This appears to be a tooling
issue. The author currently has an open ticket with the hosting
company concerned.

SCSG84 is a super-cluster with only 4 hosts, 2 in Ireland
and 2 in Singapore, all of which are using the same key for
port 443, with a wild-card certificate, and with an RSA key
transport cipher-suite (value “5”). From the names used, this
seems to represent a VPN service that claims to have hundreds
of servers in dozens of countries (presumably we only see it in
two as we only examine those hosts that are also mail servers).

Fig. 49: Cross-border supercluster SCPT151

TABLE XX: Summary of SCPT151 clusters.

Name PT151 EE291 IE254 Total
IP addrs 8 2 11 21
ASes 2 2 2 6
Port count 49 4 42 95
SSH ports 4 2 11 17
SSH keys 1 1 1 3
TLS ports 45 2 31 78
TLS Keys 4 1 14 19
B-T certs 22 0 11 33
W/C certs 14 0 0 14
Most key re-uses 42 2 11
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Fig. 50: Cluster EE291, part of SCPT151

Fig. 51: Cluster IE254, part of SCPT151

It isn’t clear to the author why that combination of key re-use
and cipher-suite might make sense, as presumably RSA key
transport is not desirable for a VPN, however, there may be
some good backwards compatibility reason why this is still
necessary.

SCUY134 is a super-cluster (see Figure 53) caused by an
open-source package that is intended for developers, and that
ships with a 1024-bit RSA key. That key seems to have gotten
deployed on 27 of the 99 IP addresses in these clusters, which
span six countries. Having contacted the maintainers, I got a
timely response saying they would add key generation at install
time to some future release.

VIII. DISCUSSION

Some clusters are deliberate, some not. The former could
be as a result of an attack but more likely result from tooling
that makes it easier to end up re-using keys. Asset owners
may or may not know or care about the existence of clusters.
In this section we describe confirmed and likely causes of re-
use. In some cases causes are clear from inspection, in others,
we accept asset-holders’ assertions - attempting to validate for
specific clusters would likely be too intrusive.

Fig. 52: Cluster PT151, part of SCPT151

Fig. 53: Cross-border supercluster SCUY134

A. Confirmed Reasons for Key Re-Use

SSH Host Key Reuse: Some SSH host-key clusters were
caused by starting the “sshd” daemon (thus generating the SSH
host key pair) on a host prior to creating a virtual machine
image as a clone of that host, so that subsequent loads of that
image onto another host cause re-use. This is not obvious to
SSH clients, as the host-key hash presented is unlikely to be
recorded. This was confirmed for cluster IE-20180316/Cluster
35. The asset-holder in that case now has new scripting so that
cluster shouldn’t grow further and may disappear.

One system administrator using Puppet13 had installed the
SSH server on a base system used to generate images. Even
though the Puppet SSH module was activated on the imaged
hosts, the original SSH host key from the image was already in
place, and so there was no requirement for the Puppet agent
on the image to generate a new one. The fix was to delete
the existing SSH host key from all imaged hosts, and either
generate a new image-specific host key manually (or just let
the Puppet agent do it in due course). The base image was
then modified appropriately to prevent the situation described
arising again.

Speaking to asset holders, this seems to be an issue that has
come up in the past,14 has been fixed, but that tends to recur,
perhaps indicating tooling changes could be useful.

Mirrored Hosts: One asset-holder contacted the author
describing a mirroring arrangement as outlined in Section II-A.
Presumably this kind of mirroring is the cause for a number
of the clusters of size two and perhaps even three.

Software/Hardware with Default Keys: Some clusters
are due vendor products that ship with a key pair in order
to allow customers to establish TLS connections. While one
of the vendor’s documentation warns that this should be
replaced, and describes how to replace this in the usual ways, it
seems that at least some customers didn’t follow or see those
instructions and we see some tens of hosts using the same
keys for this reason in our scans. It is unclear why the vendor
didn’t generate a new key pair for each deployment. Following
discussion with that vendor, they stated that they are going
to contact customers experiencing this issue and will update
their product to generate new key pairs at install time. There
are other clusters that appear to be similarly caused by other

13https://puppet.com/
14https://technodrone.blogspot.ie/2013/01/the-ssh-key-problem-with-cloned-linux.
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vendor’s products and in one case so far by an open-source
software package. In that last case, which is a package aimed
at developers, but not for deployment, (though it does seem to
get deployed), the maintainers stated that they will introduce
key generation at install time to a future version.

Hosts with multiple addresses: One hoster has an offering
of a “dedicated” server that can be configured with up to 20
IPv4 addresses. Typically, the tenant for such cases is also a
hoster, so one sees different web-sites configured somewhat
similarly. Cluster 128 in IE-20180316 is an example of this.
Another offer from the same hoster leads to size 2 clusters for
similar reasons. An analysis of all clusters seen (see Table XII)
seems to indicate that about 29% of clusters match a profile
that could well represent multi-homed hosts.

Large scale use of wildcard certificates: Some clusters
use a private key where the public key is in an X.509
wildcard certificate that is being presented by many hosts.
There seem to be at least two different cases here: a) where
the hostnames covered by the wildcard all seem to relate to
one organisation and b) where the hostnames seem to map to
many different organisations, e.g. hostnames of the form of
“[customer].example.com” - in the latter case, key re-use may
be more risky, if the different customers are not expected to
be mutually trusting. It is not yet clear if the reason for these
uses of wildcard certificates are mainly economic or e.g. to
make system administration simpler.

Mega-SANs: Cluster 46 (with 12 hosts) in the PT-20180403
run has a certificate with 1,577 SANs for port 443. While that
particular key does not appear to be re-used on other hosts,
other (mail related) keys on that host are. That seems like quite
a concentration of risk, and as with wildcard certificates may
be related to economic or other causes.

B. Possible Reasons for Key Re-Use
Ongoing discussion with asset-holders may confirm or re-

fute the ideas below. However, at the time of writing, these
causes cannot yet be considered confirmed.

Old/New Hosts: It could be that some of the size-two
clusters represent hosts where one is a “new” version of
the other, but where administrators forgot to turn off or re-
configure the old machine after setting up the new, perhaps
only making changes to forward DNS records.

Test Equipment left Running: If test equipment is installed
with default or test keys, and never updated to use real keys
then key re-use is highly likely. Some of the SMTP banners
we see in results seem to imply that this may have occurred.

Anycast: If a service uses anycast addressing, multiple
instances of the service may have been deployed with the same
keys. In such cases, our scans may see multiple instances via
different unicast addresses and treat this as key re-use. It is
unclear why it might be desirable for anycast services to re-
use SSH or TLS server keys, unless clients for those services
are pinned to the specific host keys, which would seem to be
a fairly brittle design.

Bad Random Number Generators: It is possible that some
of the key re-uses detected here are the result of bad random
number generators causing the same keys to be generated at
different times and places.

Honeynets: Some honeynets may be deployed with re-
used keys, either because that is considered to better attract
attack traffic, or because those deploying don’t really need to
care about the transport security properties of attack traffic.
Comparing our scans to honeynet IPs supplied by other
researchers we found no matches.

Cross-Border Clusters: More investigation of the clusters
shown in Figure 34 is needed. We have confirmed that a
product shipping with a default key pair is the cause for some
of these. Others remain to be investigated.

IX. DE-CLUSTERING

If one considers these clusters undesirable, then the question
arises as to how one might migrate away from large clusters.
In this section we suggest ways in which administrators might
move away from key re-use.

Regular Key Rotation: The most effective way to avoid
being a part of one of these clusters is likely to simply rotate
cryptographic keys at a frequency that is acceptable for the
application context. This can of course cause problems if e.g.
hashes of keys have been stored in applications. However, not
rotating keys brings with it the significant risk that e.g. former
employees may have access to keys in contravention of local
policy, so the pain is likely worthwhile.

Measurement: If the adage “you can’t manage what you
don’t measure” is considered to have some validity, then
presumably a first step in de-clustering could be to monitor
for the existence of key re-use. Systems administration and
monitoring tools could relatively easily integrate the kind
of key re-use detection described here, and thereby enable
administrators to decide to take action (or not) when they see
unexpected re-use.

Use a PKI that encourages key rotation: The combination
of certbot15 and the LetsEncrypt Certification Authority (CA)
results in keys being changed every few months, so setting up
cron jobs on each host to renew certificates in that manner
will remove re-uses fairly quickly. Note that this can be done
as easily for certificates used for mail as for the web and
could go a long way to de-clustering generally. There may be
a perceived downside to doing this as certificates will end up
in CT logs, however, the fact that scans such as ours can in
any case see those keys and detect key re-use seems to imply
that that is not a very strong argument.

PKIs could impose limits: CAs are in a good position
to see some of the re-uses described here and could refuse
to issue certificates for some kinds of key re-use. Getting
agreement from relevant players for such policy changes could
be challenging.

SSH Client Notification: Whether or not having SSH
clients warn about the re-use of host keys would be an effective
improvement is something that could be tested with systems
administrators. In principle, SSH clients could warn a user that
the same host key has been seen for multiple entries in the
“known hosts” file.

15https://certbot.eff.org/
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X. FUTURE WORK

Talk to Asset Owners: The author has begun discussing
these results with local (Irish) asset-holders and will be
updating this as events warrant. But there are clearly plenty
of clusters to go around, and also different locales so repli-
cation of this work would be interesting, both to validate
(or falsify!) these results, but also (in the former case) to
investigate whether some common local approaches to de-
clustering emerge in different locales.

Efficiency: Whilst it isn’t a problem that these scans take
days, as the underlying data is unlikely to change quickly, it
would nonetheless be better to improve the efficiency of the
tools so they could be run faster or on even more modest
machines. At present the scanning process is fairly memory
intensive and slow in parts - use of a database would likely
be a significant improvement.

Infrastructure: Building a relatively modest server, with
a few terabytes of storage and good bandwidth would also
speed up scans. The author is investigating building such
infrastructure in Ireland and would be happy to help anyone
else who wanted to do that instead, or as well, in Ireland or
some other locale.

Other Populations: The populations scanned to date are
geographically bounded and all run SMTP listeners. It could
also be interesting to scan other sets of related hosts, e.g.
belonging to the same industry sector or making use of the
same technologies. The scanning tools used here could also
be used within enterprise networks to check internal and
externally visible hosts.

Check the rest of the Internet: While the local clusters are
interesting, it seems like an obvious extension to check if keys
being re-used locally are also used elsewhere. Starting from
locally detected clusters may be a useful way to approach that
at Internet-scale.

Check CT: We have not, but could, check for additional
information based on searching CT logs [31], for example
the crt.sh16 web interface offered by Commodo does allow
searching based on the TLS fingerprints we find. We have not
(yet) done the work to develop an application to use a CT API
for the populations we have scanned, but have verified that at
least some of our fingerprints do occur in CT logs.

Reduced “noise”: If one considers multi-homed hosts to
be “noise” in the output of these scans, then methods to
identify such hosts could reduce that noise and help identify
less desirable cases of key re-use.

Slowly doing more runs: Another obvious thing to do is to
run this for other countries. That has been started. We could
extend out tooling to support other geographic scopes, e.g. city
or regional scale.

IPv6: Investigating the IPv6 addresses associated with the
names detected here could also be of interest, if it extends any
of the clusters. (Generic IPv6 scanning is of course of interest
but not as a specific extension of this work.)

Mitigations and Incentives: In discussion with asset-
holders, we are investigating mitigations and the incentives
that might motivate administrators to do better in this space.

16https://crt.sh/

For the former, one could speculate that administrative tools
may be making accidental key re-use too likely and run-
time/monitoring tools are presumably not looking for key re-
uses.

Longitudinal Studies Re-running these scans over time will
likely produce interesting results in terms of how clusters form,
live and (hopefully) dissipate. This work is ongoing.

Better Metrics: While the HARK metric is simple and easy
to understand, it does not capture the changes in risk possibly
associated with cluster sizes and density. It could be interesting
to investigate whether metrics used for other clusters of risk
(e.g. health related metrics) might be more meaningful. And
of course, determining whether or not any metric related to
these clusters is useful in reducing risk would be a fine thing.

Protocol Design: Typically, application and protocol de-
signers making use of SSH or TLS would assume that keys
are unique per endpoint, or nearly so. Given this article shows
that diverges from the current reality, protocol designers may
need to take widespread key re-use into account, for example
in threat models for new protocols.

Key Rotation: Even if a host starts out as part of a cluster,
it ought be a normal part of applications using cryptography
to periodically rotate to new key pairs. That should result in
clusters being broken up relatively quickly. If CAs required
key rotation, or even notified key holders that re-use has been
seen, that could be a significant help in breaking up clusters.

XI. CONCLUSION

The HARK numbers were a surprise to the author. One
conclusion is that doing measurement is a good, perhaps
especially when researchers first dip a toe in these waters
with a background that others haven’t previously brought
to the space. The clusters seen here do seem to indicate
some failings in key management, likely due to a mixture
of technology limitations and operators not yet being very
familiar with managing keys at scale. Better understanding the
causes of key re-use and of ways to avoid or dissipate clusters
of key re-use could be a fruitful avenue for further research.

In the end though - rotate the keys!
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